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Among the first places new Florida Tech students visit

for orientation and the last place they see before walking

over to the university gymnasium for graduation, Gleason

Performing Arts Center has spent its nearly 52 years as an

unobtrusive but essential facet of campus life.

As a host of events, from concerts and lectures to plays

and films, the 483–seat venue named after benefactor

W. Lansing Gleason, the former Eau Gallie mayor, has

also been a key link between the public and Florida Tech.

When it officially opened on Oct. 14, 1967, Gleason was

described in publicity materials as “one of the finest and

most fully equipped private auditoriums in Brevard

County.” Over the years, that distinction has dimmed.

Gleason is now the opposite of dim. It is, in fact, blazing,

after a summer–long project replaced the 1960s–era

lighting system from lobby to stage with cutting–edge LED

lights. “This is a huge jump in technology,” Jeffrey

Richardson, Gleason’s assistant manager, said of the

$225,000 project.

Richardson and Gleason Manager William O’Steen,

who were hired within a week of each other in July 2018,

have installed 129 fixtures that will bring new capabilities

and substantial cost savings.

Gone are the traditional lights that require colored

“gels” to alter their white light — sheets of cellophane that

would start slowing melting the moment the lights came

on. The new lights are all multi–color, allowing operators

to produce a near–infinite spectrum by blending the red,

green, blue, amber, white and lime LEDs within each

individual fixture.

The project also involves the installation of a fleet of

movable lights to compliment the traditional stationary

fixtures. That allows for the most flexible and interchange-

able focus positions possible.

The new lighting system, far more efficient than the

incandescent–like lights it replaced, is expected to cut the

theater’s electrical use in half. The upgrades and improve-

ments move the theater toward becoming one of the most

versatile venues available both on the stage and in the

auditorium.

Working with international lighting manufacturer

Chauvet, whose global headquarters are in Miami, and the

Orlando location of vendor Barbizon Lighting Co., another

international company, O’Steen and Richardson involved

Florida Tech students in many aspects of the project,

including helping to develop the computer network

infrastructure that links all the LEDs. Furthermore, the

proximity of the two primary vendors means students may

have additional opportunities for hands–on training direct

from the manufacturer.

“We were very intentional about that,” O’Steen said of

the student involvement.

With just a handful of theaters in the U.S. and overseas

using LEDs from back to front the way Gleason is, the new

lights — coupled with new seats installed in 2017 and the

refreshed management approach O’Steen and Richardson

bring — are expected to generate heightened interest.

“We will be offering something that nobody has the

ability to offer,” O’Steen said.

Richardson added, “Gleason was one of the area’s

earlier theaters when it opened and was advanced for its

day. Once again, it is at the head of the list.”

For an interactive, 360–degree tour of Gleason, visit

http://click360.me/tours/fit/gleason/. Additional information

on Gleason is available at www.fit.edu/gleason.

l About Florida Institute of Technology

Florida Tech was founded in 1958 at the dawn of the

Space Race that would soon define the Atlantic coast of

Florida and captivate the nation. Now the premier private

technological university in the Southeast, Florida Tech is a

Tier 1 Best National University in U.S. News & World

Report and one of just nine schools in Florida lauded by

the Fiske Guide to Colleges. Florida Tech is ranked among

the top 5 percent of 18,000 degree–granting institutions

worldwide in the 2018–19 World University Rankings and

has been named a Top College and Best Value University

for 2019 by Forbes. Florida Tech offers bachelor’s, master’s

and doctoral degrees in aeronautics and aviation, engineer-

ing, computing and cybersecurity, business, science and

mathematics, psychology, education and communication.

Learn more about our relentless pursuit of greatness at

www.fit.edu.

Gleason goes all–in on LEDs; the Florida Tech venue among handful of theaters equipped from lobby to stage

Area attorney Alan Diamond singled
out in Florida for client satisfaction

The American Institute of Criminal Law Attorneys has

recognized the exceptional performance of local attorney

Alan Diamond as a 2019 “10 Best Criminal Law Attorneys

for Client Satisfaction.”

The American Institute of Criminal Law Attorneys is a

third–party attorney rating organization that publishes an

annual list of the Top 10 Criminal Law attorneys in each

state.

Attorneys who are selected to the “10 Best” list must

pass AIOCLA’s rigorous selection process, which is based

on client and/or peer nominations, thorough research and

AIOCLA’s independent evaluation. AIOCLA’s annual list

was created to be used as a resource for clients during the

attorney selection process.

One of the most significant aspects of the selection

process involves attorneys’ relationships and reputation

among his or her clients. As clients should be an attorney’s

top priority, AIOCLA places the utmost emphasis on

selecting lawyers who have achieved significant success in

the field of criminal law without sacrificing the service and

support they provide. Selection criteria therefore focuses

on attorneys who demonstrate the highest standards of

Client Satisfaction.
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